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is there an audience match? Meaning
is there an overlap between their
audience and your audience, and
Are you a credible expert? Meaning
are you capable of creating a brand
sponsored video that both the brand
and your audience will love?

When brands decide to work with
creators, they look for 2 things:

WHY CREATE
AUTHORITY VIDEOS?

position you as a credible expert
showcase you as a creator who can talk
about products in a real and relatable
way
show that you have experience talking
about products
prove that your audience reacts
positively to product videos

Authority Videos help to:

let's create some authority videos!



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

This is the simplest kind of product video where you "walk" your
audience through features you like and feel would be useful for
your audience to know about. You don't have to cover all the
features of the product; just highlight 5-7 salient features that
would be useful for someone new to the product.

PRODUCT
WALKTHROUGH

The best way to title this video is to use the name of the
product with the words "walkthrough", e.g. "Canva
Walkthrough: Get Started with Canva Today"

Product Walkthroughs are typically targeted towards a
beginner audience who is not familiar with the product
yet, so you can also title it as "How to Use [Product] for
Beginners". E.g "How to Use Canva for Beginners"

The thumbnail should feature the product
and a click-worthy element that shows
how easy/fast/useful the product is

This type of video literally walks your audience
through the salient features of a product

Your call-to-action is simply to ask
viewers to try the product from the
link in description. Bonus points if the
link is your affiliate link!

affiliate link



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

A tips video is one of the easiest types of authority videos to
create because it showcases how you, personally, use the
product. You want to inject this video with 3 things: what's the
tip, why you love it, and how your audience can use it.

PRODUCT TIPS
VIDEO

The best way to title this video is to use a listicle style
heading with a value proposition, e.g. "10 Tips to Use
Facebook Live to Get More Visible" where FB Live is the
product. In some cases you don't even need the name of
the product in the title (see example below).

A tips video doesn't have to be in any particular order. The
tips could just be a random collection of nuggets you've
discovered or shortcuts that help get the most value.

The thumbnail should show the product
(or logo) combined with what you'll learn
inside the video. Put your face on there
with an expression that matches the text

This type of video focuses on the use case of
the product that may not be apparent at first. A
tips video is all about insider knowledge.

Your call-to-action is simply to ask
viewers to click on the product link in
description. Use your affiliate link
where possible. 

affiliate link



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

This type of video focuses on pitting two similar
products against each other in an attempt to
show pros and cons of each

A comparison video should give a balanced pros and cons list
(with examples) of each feature. An easy way to do this is to
write out 3-5 key features and then discuss which product does
them better. You can even assign marks or grades to the
product's performance and declare a winner at the end.

PRODUCT
COMPARISON

The best way to title this video is to use a VS caption, for
example: TubeBuddy vs. VidIQ: which is better for
optimizing your videos?

To add a little more oomph to your title, add in the phrase
"which one is better/easier/faster for [result]"

A versus title attracts viewers evaluating which product to
buy, therefore the potential to make money is very good.

The thumbnail should divide the screen in
half with each product on either end. The
words "vs" should be in the middle.
Placing your own image is optional.

If you are an affiliate for either
product, tell viewers to "click the link
in description to buy the product"



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

This video focuses on opening the product on
camera and showing what's inside along with a
quick and raw first impression

An unboxing video is usually raw (and not scripted) but you
should make some notes about what aspects of the product
you'll talk about. For example, you could write 3 features of the
product that you'll focus on (e.g. look, size and portability) and
form your first impressions on those specific features. This will
keep your video structured and not too rambly. But don't forget
to give your opinions and inject your personality in this video!

PRODUCT
UNBOXING

The best way to title this video is to use the product name
combined with the words "unboxing" or "reveal" or "first
impression". E.g. "The All New iPad Mini - Unboxing &
First Impression!"

The title of this video is meant to show that this is a new
product, or that you just received the product. Typically
unboxing videos are very subjective and contain your
personal opinion on the product.

The thumbnail should show the product
either in the box or an "action shot" with
you having just taken the product out of
the box.

Ask viewers if they would consider
buying the product. Unboxing videos
are usually great for engagement!



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

A tutorial video shows a step-by-step process
using the product to achieve a very specific
result.

Typically people watch tutorial videos when they want to learn
to do something. Therefore tutorial videos have to be very
results-oriented. Think about where your viewer is now (Point A)  
and what challenges are they facing and how can this product
help them go to where they want to be (Point B). Make a video
that helps your viewers go from Point A to B in the most logical,
step-by-step manner possible.

PRODUCT
TUTORIAL

The best way to title this video is to use the words
"tutorial" or "how to" in the video. E.g. HTML Tutorial for
Beginners. 

Another way to title a tutorial video is to use the formula:
"How to (achieve specific result) using (product). E.g. How
to Create an Online Course Using Teachable.

The thumbnail should contain the primary
result or transformation that the viewer
will achieve after watching the video.

Tell viewers to click on the product
link in description to achieve the result
they're after.



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

A product buying decision video is for those
viewers who are on the fence and need to be
convinced to buy the product

PRODUCT
BUYING DECISION

The best way to title this video is to ask the viewers a
question regarding the product. Start your question with
the phrase "Should you buy...?" E.g. Should you Buy
Bitcoin?

Alternatively you can title the video with the phrase "should
you use (product)? E.g. Should you Use Sunscreen?

The thumbnail needs to contain an image
of the product with you giving it a
questioning look

Tell viewers to try the product from
the link in your description.

in this video, you need to give an argument both for and
against the product. Start by first describing what the
commonly held belief is (e.g. crypo is volatile), then come up
with 3 reasons why people say that and what your counter
argument is for those 3 points. End with summarizing why you
believe what you believe.



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

This type of video is perfect for when you want
to show what your top choice product is in a
particular category

MY #1
TOOL

The best way to title this video is to simply state that this
product is your number 1 choice for it's category. E.g. My #
1 Tool to Run my Photography Business

You could also make the title more personal by saying "My
#1 Recommended Tool for (industry). E.g. My # 1
Recommended Tool for Free Stock Images

The thumbnail should be a happy image
of you with the product

Tell viewers to try your # 1 tool from
the link in description and also ask
them to give suggestions for their
tools in comments

This video should contain your reasoning for why this tool is
you go-to choice. As such you can give a bullet point list of
reasons and show them/explain them. Or you can give reasons
and then also explain why this tool is superior to others in it's
category. Just make sure you give your reasons and then back
them up with examples and proof.



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

Product review videos simply provide a
balanced perspective on using the product

PRODUCT
REVIEW

The best way to title this video is to add the word "review"
to the name of the name of the product. But then you also
want to go a step further and show what was the best thing
about the product and also the worst thing. E.g. Glossier
Skincare Review: What I Loved and Hated

Another way to title it is to add the words "my honest
review". E.g. My Honest Review: Glossier Skincare"

The thumbnail needs to show you using
the product in some way, or at least
holding it up clearly

Tell viewers where to go if they'd like
to try the product for themselves. Put
an affiliate link in the description for
them to click.

A review video needs to be balanced and show both sides. To
do this, make a pros and cons list and talk about each.
Alternatively you can make a list of who this product is for
(and why) and who it's not for (and why). This kind of duality in
a product review adds more credibility to your review.



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

A listicle video features many products grouped
together by their common functionality

LISTICLE
VIDEO

The best way to title this video is to use adjectives that
explain what this listicle is about. Adjectives like "the best",
or "the cheapest", or "free", or "the top" are often used for
listicle product videos. E.g. 5 Free Color Tools for Graphic
Designers

To add some flair to the title, you can position these as
essential tools of the trade, and title it "5 Free Color Tools
every Graphic Designer Needs"

For the thumbnail, it's best to show logos
of the tools and perhaps the number of
tools mentioned

Give links to all the tools in the
description (with your affiliate links).
Tell viewers to check them all out in
the description.

This is a fairly straightforward video. You introduce how
you've shortlisted these tools (based on price, or usability, or
availability, etc) and then proceed to go down the list as you
explain each one. For each product, explain what it does, and
why you recommend it. Then end your video with asking the
audience what other tool would they add to this list - great for
engagement!



TITLE OF VIDEO

THUMBNAIL SUGGESTION

CONTENT OF VIDEO

VIDEO CTA

EXAMPLE VIDEO

This video is for people looking to pit price vs
value in a product before making a buying
decision.

WORTH IT
VIDEO

The best way to title this video is to ask the question if the
product is worth it. E.g. Is Invisalign worth it?

Another variation of this title is to add in the phrase "Things
I wish I knew before buying (product)". People always
want to know what they should know before buying
something so this is a great way to play to their fear of not
making a bad buying decision. 

For the thumbnail, show yourself with the
product or pointing to the product. You
can also show a concerned face to go
with the title "is it worth it?'

Let your viewers know where to go to
buy the product. Tell them the link to
buy is in the description.

In this video, you're going to discuss the price of the product
right away. You want to use that as the establishing argument.
Once people know the price, they'll typically be either shocked
(if it's very high) or in disbelief (if its very low). Use both of
these emotions to show just what value the product delivers
for this cost. In the end give your verdict as to whether the
product is worth it or not.



learn how to charge $200-$2000 per
video
how to attract and pitch brands that are
a perfect fit for your channel
how to make sponsored videos that both
brands and your audience will love
how to create a Media Kit, contracts and
other marketing material to look
professional

BRAND DEALS
WORKSHOP

If you enjoyed this guide, you'll LOVE my

where I guide you through everything you
need to know about working with brands,
making sponsored videos and getting paid
for your authority videos

Inside the workshop, you'll

Check out the Brand Deals Workshop

https://salmajafri.com/branddeals

https://salmajafri.com/branddeals

